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Abstract
Received medical services are increasingly discussed and recommended on physician rating websites
(PRWs). The reviews and ratings on these platforms are valuable sources of information for patient opinion
mining. In this paper, we have tackled three issues that come along with inconsistency analysis on PRWs:
(1) Natural language processing of user-generated reviews, (2) the disagreement in polarity of review text
and its corresponding numerical ratings (individual inconsistency) and (3) the differences in patients’
rating behavior for the same service category (e.g. ‘treatment’) expressed by varying grades on the entire
data set (collective inconsistency). Thus, the basic idea is first to identify relevant opinion phrases that
describe service categories and to determine their polarity. Subsequently, the particular phrase has to be
assigned to its corresponding numerical rating category before checking the (dis-)agreement of polarity
values. For this purpose, several local grammars for the pattern-based analysis as well as domain-specific
dictionaries for the recognition of entities, aspects and polarity were applied on 593,633 physician reviews
from both German PRWs jameda.de and docinsider.de. Furthermore, our research contributes to content
quality improvement of PRWs because we provide a technique to detect inconsistent reviews that could be
ignored for the computation of average ratings.
Keywords: Text-Rating-Inconsistency (TRI), Physician rating websites (PRW), Polarity inference.

1

Introduction

Due to the fact that Web 2.0 basically decreased the cost of communication, patients can compare
medical services without effort, evaluate the performance of physicians and their staffs and share their
personal experiences with the health care system (Cambria and Hussain, 2012). Hence, the number of
physician-rating websites (PRWs)1 is rising rapidly (Sabin, 2013; Terlutter et al., 2014) and patients
are increasingly turning “to online physician ratings, just as they have sought ratings for other products
and services” (Hanauer et al., 2014). These “online physician reviews are a massive and potentially rich
source of information [for] capturing patient sentiment regarding healthcare” (Wallace et al., 2014). The
comprehension of social information provided through the “Patient 2.0” is essential for the understanding
of service quality and its improvement (Cambria and Hussain, 2012). The automatic analysis of this
textual information, also known as sentiment analysis, has increasingly attracted attention in social media
marketing and patient opinion mining (Cambria and Hussain, 2012). The advantage of opinion mining
1

We identified the following current existing German PRWs in alphabetical order: arzt.weisse-liste.de, arzt-auskunft.de,
aerzte-notdienst.de, bessereaerzte.de, docinsider.de, esando.de, imedo.de, jameda.de, medfuehrer.de, onmeda.de, sanego.de,
topmedic.de, yourfirstmedicus.de.
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on PRWs is that it avoids potential cognitive bias problems of ‘traditional’ elicitation techniques such as
“social desirability“ (Verhoef et al., 2014).

1.1

Problem Statement

However, the automatic analysis of patient reviews is a challenging task. For instance, there is the natural
language processing (NLP) challenge of narrative comments additionally provided to numerical ratings
on PRWs (Emmert et al., 2014). These textual evaluations give patients the opportunity to “elaborate upon
their rating with additional comments and provide personal experiences and impressions that cannot be
covered by the scaled rating system. [...] Additionally, the information provided can help physicians gain
a better understanding of patient concerns” (Emmert et al., 2014). Anyway, it is not only (1) the natural
language processing of the review texts itself that is addressed here, but also (2) the inconsistency between
the polarity of narrative comments and the polarity of the corresponding numerical ratings (individual
inconsistency) within a review. An example therefore is ‘The treatment was very good!’ in combination
with a bad grade in the rating category ‘treatment’. Besides, a further issue that has to faced here is (3) the
individual rating behavior due to patients’ expectations on a special service category (e.g. ‘treatment’)
expressed through the different assigned grades for the same service quality (e.g. ‘very good’) on the
entire data set (collective inconsistency). Possible explanations for such inconsistencies in review texts
and ratings are that in “most of the practical cases [...] users do not carefully rate items, they either forget
to rate the given items (i.e., missing value problem) or they make a mistake on the precise evaluation (i.e.
noisy rating problem)” (Pham and Jung, 2013). Furthermore, “ratings are influenced by subjective factors
(from user) and objective factors (from system) together. While user factors include various psychological
effects, e.g., attitude, mentality, and satisfaction, the system factors are trust, interests, user interfaces and
so on” (Pham and Jung, 2013).

1.2

Objectives

In this paper, we introduce a method to detect these inconsistencies for PRWs’ and for users’ benefit.
When numerical ratings and review texts do not fit together, this “can be frustrating and [...] can reduce the
value of the online review system.” (Mudambi et al., 2014). Our findings help the PRWs to “automatically
remove these comments and/or exclude them from the computation of average ratings. Alternatively,
[they could] [...] alert users about the inconsistencies. Removing these [...] reviews also [...] reduce[s]
the noise in the data set, yielding better performance in later analysis” (Fu et al., 2013). Thus, the basic
idea is first to identify relevant opinion phrases that describe service categories and to determine their
polarity. Subsequently, the particular phrase has to be assigned to its corresponding numerical rating
category before checking the (dis-)agreement of polarity values. For this purpose, several local grammars
for the syntactic analysis as well as domain-specific dictionaries for the recognition of entities, aspects and
polarity were used. Therefore, our approach is special in that it enriches current research by evaluating
the content of user-generated reviews on PRWs because other studies mainly focused on the numerical
rating results so far (Emmert et al., 2014). The paper is structured as follows: The next chapter provides
an overview on the related work. It is followed by the research design in Chapter 3 which introduces
the data set (3.1), describes the data preprocessing (3.2) and presents the inconsistency analysis (3.3). In
Chapter 4, we evaluate our approach and discuss our results before we conclude in Chapter 5.

2

Related Work

In this chapter, we present background information relevant to our work. We also survey related works
and point out their relationship to our approach. First, we discuss approaches dealing with individual
inconsistency in Section 2.1. Then we contrast with studies on collective inconsistency in Section 2.2.
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2.1

Individual Inconsistency

“It is generally assumed that ratings are a numeric representation of text sentiments and their valences are
consistent. This however may not always be true” (Hu et al., 2014). But if the numeric ratings differ from
the review texts, this can be confusing. Islam (2014) therefor propose a “unified rating system” in order to
resolve possible inconsistencies. For this purpose, they infer sentiment from texts to generate numeric
ratings based on the polarity of the full-text review. The overall rating is then defined as the “average of
the rating done by sentiment analysis and the star rating given by the users” (Islam, 2014). However, we
do not distill numerical ratings from the texts in order to provide consistent reviews. We aim at detecting
such inconsistencies by comparing the polarity of the text to the users’ grades or stars.
“Ratings that do not match the actual text of the comments” (Fu et al., 2013) are, for example, discovered
by WisCom. Although Fu et al. (2013) also analyze inconsistencies in reviews, they concentrate on
mobile App marketplaces such as Google Play Store. However, these reviews are somehow different from
physician reviews because they “are generally shorter in length since a large portion of them are submitted
from mobile devices on which typing is not easy” (Fu et al., 2013). Unlike Fu et al. (2013) we do not
apply a regression model either for the detection of inconsistencies between ratings and review texts. And
yet others (e.g. Mudambi et al., 2014) try to detect misalignment between review texts and star ratings in
order to understand why and where such inconsistencies are most likely to occur. In particular, they use
a machine learning approach to determine if certain texts are specific for product reviews of n stars on
amazon.com. Thus, the “classification algorithm can identify a ‘typical’ 5-star review, 3-star review, and
so on” (Mudambi et al., 2014). Jang et al. (2014) also infer sentiment scores from texts in order to face
the issue of “the inconsistency between textual evaluation (review content) and scoring evaluation (review
rating)”. However, they conduct their survey on hotel reviews. Since we focus on a different domain
(German PRWs), we cannot apply machine learning techniques because only few physician reviews of the
entire data set are affected by individual inconsistency (cf. Table 3).
Furthermore, Lak and Turetken (2014) investigate whether “sentiment analysis results can be used as an
alternative to star ratings”. Even though they also match the sentiments of reviews to the corresponding
ratings as we do, there are some notable differences. First of all, they perform this comparison using
cross tabulation and chi square analysis as well as a two-tailed bivariate correlation analysis. Secondly,
they conduct part-of-speech tagging and then apply a sentiment analysis tool called “Lexicalytics” which
returns “one single specific score in 3 decimal places between -1 to +1”. However, we agree with Islam
(2014) that part-of-speech tagging and parsing are not feasible for the analysis of review texts because
of their informal writing style. Lak and Turetken (2014) study reviews of the same domain but not of
the same language because RateMDS is an English- and not a German-speaking PRW. Moreover, they
investigate just 50 comments on average for three general practitioners (from Toronto). In contrast to Lak
and Turetken (2014), we analyze a more representative and larger data set of German physician reviews
(cf. Section 3.1).

2.2

Collective Inconsistency

As there “ exists no function for aggregating consistent individual sets of judgments over multiple
interconnected propositions into consistent collective ones” (List, 2005), collective inconsistency appears
in user-generated reviews. For instance, somebody’s “view of a ‘3’ may be considerable different from
another’s” (Mudambi et al., 2014). Furthermore, the rating might be inconsistent due to the fact that
“mapping opinions to a single number is complex [...] for users” (Centeno et al., 2014). In particular,
Maciejovsky and Budescu (2013) show that numerical and verbal recommendation formats (i.e. verbal
reviews and numerical ratings) are “processed differently by consumers and can lead to different patterns
of preferences. Thus, one can expect increased levels of preference inconsistency across the two modes”
(Maciejovsky and Budescu, 2013). There have been a few studies that have attempted to find explanations
for this “phenomenon” as evidenced by people who “post negative comments, even alongside a 5-star
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product evaluation” (Mudambi et al., 2014). Possible reasons therefor are altruism, community-building
motivations and reciprocity (Schau et al., 2009). An incentive for posting negative comments is that these
are conceived as “more intelligent, competent and expert” (Amabile, 1983) than positive reviews.
Several studies investigated that someone else’s reviews could influence one’s rating behavior. Wu and
Huberman (2008), for example, discovered that the “exposure of previous opinions to potential reviewers
induces a trend following process which leads to the expression of increasingly extreme views”. Talwar
et al. (2007) confirmed the dependency of (numerical) ratings on previously read reviews. They figure
out that “previous reports create an expectation of quality which affects the subjective perception of the
user” (Talwar et al., 2007). According to McGlohon et al. (2010) “groups of users who amply discuss a
certain feature are more likely to agree on a common rating for that feature.” Even Gilbert and Karahalios
(2010) observe that about 10 to 15 % “of [100,000 Amazon] reviews substantially resemble previous ones”
because many reviewers just echo what previous users said.
Even before the rise of Web 2.0, “considerable heterogeneity in consumer interpretation and use of scales”
(Mudambi et al., 2014) as well as the resulting response biases were widely discussed topics in opinion
polling. There have been numerous studies on the design of surveys with respect to response scales
(Weathers et al., 2005) and the biases or variety in response styles that arise due to the scale formats
used (Greenleaf, 1992; Kieruj and Moors, 2010; Weijters et al., 2010). These studies discovered that
different formats are perceived differently in terms of meaning and salience of response categories and
thus have an influence on which response option on the scale is selected (Arce-Ferrer, 2006; Schaeffer
and Presser, 2003). Furthermore, it was empirically proved that there is a “tendency [...] to choose the
extreme endpoints of a rating scale” and “to make disproportionate use of the middle response category”
(Kieruj and Moors, 2010). That is an observation we also made while analyzing collective inconsistency
in online patients’ reviews and therefore decided to group the extreme endpoints of the German grading
system (1 & 2 and 5 & 6) in Section 3.3.2.
However, our goal is not to investigate the various reasons for such rating inconsistencies but to automatically detect if the same inconsistencies occurring in online product reviews or in traditional surveys can
also be observed across all user-generated physician reviews.

3

Research Design

In this chapter, we describe the data collection and preprocessing as well as our approach towards
inconsistency analysis. For this purpose, we created an extensive data set of physician reviews (cf.
Section 3.1), developed domain-specific local grammars for information extraction and sentiment analysis
(cf. Section 3.2) and describe how to uncover inconsistencies in physician reviews in Section 3.3.

3.1

Data Set

A data set is usually designed for a particular purpose. Because of no available ready-made corpora
of physician reviews, we have to build our own specialized corpus. For corpus creation, we collected
texts from two different German PRWs: jameda.de and docinsider.de. Both sites provide enough data
for a balanced corpus because of their user popularity and traffic volume and their great amount of
physician reviews. Furthermore, many medical subjects are covered (representativeness). By jameda.de’s
own account, it provides details on 250,000 physicians and five million reviews. More than 90 % of
German physicians are registered on this PRW2 . With more than 3.07 million users per month (2014),
it is a well-known and widely accepted portal3 . On docinsider.de we discovered 320,948 physicians,
medical practices, clinics and other related institutions but the total number of reviews is unknown. In
2013 docinsider.de was the second-largest PRW in reach (behind jameda)4 .
2
3
4

jameda GmbH, “FAQ”, http://www.jameda.de/hilfe/?show=user, 11/19/14.
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Online Forschung e.V., “internet facts 2014-08”, http://www.agof.de/aktuelle-studie-internet/, 11/19/14.
jameda GmbH, “GfK-Ranking: Reichweite von Arztbewertungsportalen”, http://www.jameda.de/hilfe/?show=user, 11/19/14.
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Figure 1.

Sample review with labeled inconsistencies taken from jameda.de

By gathering data from jameda.de and docinsider.de between October 2013 and March 2014, we built a
specialized corpus containing 593,633 individual physician reviews in total, where each review consists of
a qualitative and a quantitative part (cf. Figure 1). While the textual information includes the title, review
text and metadata (e.g. patient’s personal data), there are also up to 16 numeric rating criteria (e.g. quality
of treatment, equipment, organization). All reviews are written in German and were not edited, i.e. no spell
checking or the like was applied. This data set covers the time period from January 2009 to December
2013, where the average length of a review text is 51 words and the longest one consists of 348 words.
The descriptive metadata (e.g. age, type of health insurance) attached to each review provide classificatory
information for a better understanding of the reviewer’s background. In total, 61 % of all physician reviews
contain details about the statutory health insurance (SHI) or the private medical insurance (PMI). Besides,
63 % provide information about the reviewer’s age distributed in three main categories: ‘younger than 30’,
‘between 30 and 50’ and ‘older than 50’. One criterion on which we will choose samples is the original
data source. Because only five rating categories on jameda.de and six categories on docinsider.de are
mandatory fields, the awarded number of rating criteria differs per review. Moreover, jameda.de uses a
grading system (best: 1.0 – worst: 6.0) and docinsider.de applies star rating (best: 5 stars – worst: 1 star).

3.2

Data Preprocessing

Figure 2 illustrates the general workflow of our approach. First of all, information extraction is performed (Grishman, 1997). We therefore apply a method that automatically identifies and extracts relevant
information from user-generated physician reviews and transforms it into a structured representation
(i.e. predefined templates, Neumann, 2009). What should be recognized is defined by domain-specific
rules (i.e. local grammars according to Nagel, 2010). So our information extraction system works with
predefined patterns for entity recognition and aspect identification.
In our case, relevant expressions for the enrichment of the dictionaries and relevant phrases for the creation
of local grammars are determined by frequency analysis on the physician reviews. We therefore generated
n-grams (up to 5-grams) and build frequency lists. The most frequent n-grams of the length 5 are then the
seed list for the construction of local grammars.
For instance, when the opinion phrase ‘Dr. Foo is incompetent’ occurs in the reviews, then a local grammar
is able to detect the entity (‘Dr. Foo’), the aspect (‘incompetent’) and substitute the adjective ‘incompetent’
by a variety of other negative adjectives such as ‘unfriendly’ or ‘disinterested’ belonging to the same
category (here: ‘treatment’) of the given service category ontology (cf. Table 1). These words are taken
from our lexical resources, especially the polarity dictionary SentiWS (Remus et al., 2010) and our
own dictionaries (cf. Section 3.2.1) containing expressions that have already been identified in previous
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Figure 2.

Inconsistency analysis workflow

preprocessing iterations by n-grams on our data set. In general, information extraction is an iterative
process that is able to identify relevant opinion phrases in our data set by means of dictionary and local
grammar usage (cf. Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2).
After identifying the relevant opinion phrases (i.e. entities and aspects) from the data set, they are assigned
to their corresponding textual polarity and a subcategory of our service category ontology. That is, for
example, the positive opinion phrase ‘The parking situation is great’ is linked to the subcategory ‘parking’.
These subcategories are grouped into suitable main categories (e.g. ‘tangibility’ for the parking situation)
in order to minimize the complexity of the alignment to the corresponding ratings in the course of the
inconsistency analysis. Table 1 shows these subcategories for the service categories on jameda.de as well
as some sample opinion phrases and their majority-aligned polarities (positive (P) or negative (N)) by the
patients.
Finally, the polarity of each opinion phrase is compared to the numerical rating of the particular review
in order to detect individual inconsistency. The consistent reviews with their respective ratings are then
compared with each other in order to detect collective inconsistencies because even if the single reviews
are (individual) consistent, the comparison of the reviews can reveal divergence in the rating behavior
across users (i.e. collective inconsistent).

3.2.1

Lexical Resources

Lexical resources are crucial in most NLP tasks. Imagine, for instance, the following review text:
‘The doctor is quite time-efficient. Without beating around the bush and with a mischievous
smile, he told me that I have incurable leukemia. Then he said goodbye and went on to the
next patient. All in all, a quite efficient patient handling!’
Its polarity is unclear. Is this really a positive review? When placing an order on amazon.com for example,
an ‘efficient handling’ is desirable. Also ‘not beating around the bush’ is preferable during a business meeting. But during consultation between physician and patient, less straightforwardness and time-efficiency
are appreciated, especially for the receiver of bad news. Hence, almost nothing is entirely positive or
negative (Olsher, 2012).
Since existing polarity lexical resources for German (e.g., SentiWS, Remus et al., 2010) do not reflect
domain-specific lexical usage, we have to enrich these dictionaries and use context information for polarity
classification. SentiWS “contains several positive and negative polarity bearing words weighted within the
interval of [-1; 1] plus their part of speech tag, and if applicable, their inflections” (Remus et al., 2010).
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category
assurance

subcategory
child friendliness
kindness
trust

reliability

complementary medicine
health education
treatment

responsiveness

consultation hours
public accessibility
parking
telephone accessibility
waiting time (appointment)
waiting time (practice)

tangibility

accessibility
entertainment
practice equipment

time
Table 1.

time taken

sample opinion phrase
‘Leseecke für Kinder’
(‘reading corner for children’)
‘super netter Arzt’
(‘extremely nice doctor’)
‘absolut vertrauenswürdig’
(‘absolutely trustworthy’)
‘keine alternativen Heilmethoden’
(‘no alternative health practices’)
‘fachlich gut beraten’
(‘advised competently’)
‘kompetente Behandlung’
(‘competent treatment’)
‘super Öffnungszeiten’
(‘super opening hours’)
‘fahren wenig Busse’
(‘only reached by few buses’)
‘keine Parkplätze’
(‘no parking facilities’)
‘schlechte telefonische Erreichbarkeit’
(‘poor accessibility by telephone’)
‘bekommt schnell einen Termin’
(‘it is easy to get an appointment’)
‘ewig lange Wartezeiten trotz Termin’
(‘long waiting times despite appointment’)
‘zuviele Stufen’
(‘too many stairs’)
‘kaum Zeitungen vorhanden’
(‘almost no journals in the waiting room’)
‘tolle Praxis’
(‘nice practice’)
‘nimmt sich nur wenig Zeit’
(‘only takes little time’)

polarity
P
P
P
N
P
P
P
N
N
N
P
N
N
N
P
N

Service category ontology

For our purpose, especially adjectives from SentiWS play a significant role. Moreover, we added the most
frequently used adjectives in our data set to the corresponding lists for positive (P) and negative (N) uniand bigrams. Furthermore, we use pattern dictionaries for the recognition of evaluative expressions (see
bi- and trigrams in Table 2) and gazetteers work as specialized dictionaries (e.g. 48,046 doctor’s names)
to support initial tagging. On top of this, 1,377 domain-specific (medical) terms for diagnoses, syndromes
and treatment were collected and organized in their own dictionary. This is necessary for the sentiment
analysis in order to assign aspects to their corresponding entities (from medical terminology). Table 2
gives an overview on the created lexical resources which are grouped by patterns (n-grams) and polarity.
Neither these dictionaries nor their extensions can cover all variants of relevant opinion phrases. We
therefore have to abstract from literal expressions and create semantically enriched syntactic patterns
represented by local grammars. An example can be ‘<A> Praxis’, where <A> refers to an adjective in the
dictionary such as ‘unordentlich’ (‘untidy’) or other adjectives in the left context of ‘Praxis’ (‘practice’).
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Table 2.

3.2.2

n-gram
n=1

description
single adjective

n=1

single adjective

n=2/n=3

adjective phrase

n=2/n=3

adjective phrase

example
‘kompetent’
(‘competent’)
‘hektisch’
(‘hectic’)
‘sauber und modern’
(‘clean and modern’)
‘sehr unordentlich’
(‘very untidy’)

polarity
P

amount
33,327

N

25,081

P

1,373

N

297

Polarity lexical resources for sentiment analysis

Local Grammars

Local grammars describe semantic-syntactic structures that cannot be formalized in electronic dictionaries.
They are represented by directed acyclic graphs (cf. Figure 3) and implemented as finite state transducers
(FST, Geierhos, 2010). These transducers produce output in terms of semantic annotations (i.e. labels)
for recognized rating categories and evaluative expressions in the review texts. The grammar rules were
instantiated with high-frequent n-grams and then generalized. For each of the five categories in Table 1
(assurance, reliability, responsiveness, tangibility and time), a local grammar was developed based on
pattern dictionaries.

Figure 3.

Finite state transducer for treatment time

Figure 3 shows the subgraph representing the FST for the recognition of treatment time (‘Gen_Zeit_1’)
which belongs to the local grammar for ‘time’. There are two main ways through this graph: While a
short treatment time is annotated as negative (<N>) by the lower path, a long treatment time is labeled as
positive (<P>) by the upper path of this local grammar. In particular, the detection of rather short treatment
times is realized by the lower part of the FST by including characteristic words, e.g. ‘wenig’ (‘few’), and
numbers expressing only few time. For this purpose, two subgraphs are imported which contain small
numbers (e.g. “Kleine_Zahlen”) and keywords which are often used to express a short period of time in
this particular domain (e.g. “nicht_woerter_positiv”). Words like ‘wenig’ (‘few’) which are surrounded by
angle brackets are simultaneously looked-up in the corresponding list of inflected forms in the lexical
resources, e.g. ‘wenige’ (‘few’), ‘weniger’ (‘fewer’), etc.
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3.3

Inconsistency Analysis

We analyze two types of inconsistency in physician reviews. While the individual inconsistency (3.3.1) is
restricted to a single review, the collective inconsistency (3.3.2) occurs across the whole data set due to
patients’ subjective rating behavior and thus requires a different methodological approach.

3.3.1

Individual Inconsistency

“Individual inconsistency is directly related to the assumption of random individual error” (Whitely, 1978).
We therefore define individual inconsistencies in the course of this work as divergent polarities for each of
the five categories (assurance, reliability, responsiveness, tangibility and time; cf. Table 1) in the qualitative
and quantitative part of the same review. For this reason, we consider the disagreement of good ratings
per category (grades 1 to 3 and 4 to 5 stars respectively) and negative patient’s opinion in the review text
as well as the mismatch of bad ratings (grades 4 to 6 and 1 to 3 stars respectively) and positive patient’s
statements as individual inconsistencies.
Figure 1 shows a sample review from the data set introduced in Section 3.1. It is divided in qualitative
and a quantitative part. Furthermore, the overall score (a) is calculated as the average grade of the five
mandatory rating categories (b). The voluntary ratings (c) are not considered for the arithmetic averaging.
This example contains a lot of individual inconsistency occurrences. First, the review is entitled ‘Unzufrieden’ (‘dissatisfied’) which indicates a bad rating. While the title expresses negative sentiment,
the average grade of 2.6 on a scale that ranges from 1.0 (best) to 6.0 (worst) still implies satisfaction.
Moreover, the first sentence of the review text refers to a positive past experience with this physician. It is
therefore likely that the scores represent a mixture of several visits to the physician, which is a possible
explanation for the following inconsistencies:
Opinion phrases such as ‘ihn nicht unbedingt weiterempfehlen’ (‘I cannot necessarily recommend him’)
and ‘klar verkannt’ (‘clearly misjudged’) indicate the disturbance of trust and poor treatment. But the grade
2.0 for the trust in the physician-patient relationship expresses satisfaction and the treatment is graded
quite positive (3.0), too. Referring to our definition of individual inconsistency, we observed divergent
polarities. In the category ‘reliability’, there is a disagreement of the strongly negative statements ‘ihn
nicht unbedingt weiterempfehlen’ (‘not necessarily recommend him’) combined with the grade 2.0 for
‘trust’ and ‘klar verkannt’ (‘clearly misjudged’) combined with the grade 3.0 for ‘treatment’ (cf. Table 1).
Even more clearly is the contradiction between the given grade 2.0 for ‘Freundlichkeit’ (‘kindness’) as
subcategory of ‘assurance’ and the obviously negative remark ‘sehr unhöflich’ (‘very rude’).

category
assurance
reliability
responsiveness
tangibility
time
Table 3.

subcategories
kindness, trust, ...
health education, ...
waiting time, ...
entertainment, ...
time taken

occurrence of
individual inconsistency
4.50 %
11.20 %
12.03 %
8.41 %
2.95 %

Empirical probability of individual inconsistencies occurring in the data set

In order to provide more detailed information about how often individual inconsistencies appear in the
whole data set, we assigned all sentiment scores per review text to their corresponding rating categories
(e.g. time taken, health education, kindness) in order to detect divergences. Then, we calculated the
arithmetic mean for each category (assurance, reliability, responsiveness, tangibility and time) based
on the identified individual inconsistencies per subcategory (cf. Table 1). Table 3 outlines their relative
frequency per rating category in order to show which categories are more (individual) error-prone (i.e.
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noisy). It is noticeable that the category ‘responsiveness’ is worst affected (12.03 %) while ‘assurance’
only contains 4.5 % inconsistent reviews.

3.3.2

Collective Inconsistency

The analysis of collective inconsistencies is based on the polarity of opinion phrases and their assigned
grades across the whole data set. This kind of inconsistency occurs when an identical statement appears
in various review texts and is not always aligned to the same grade (due to different reviewers). For this
purpose, all local-grammar-annotated phrases were extracted from the data set and ranked in terms of
frequency. Then the top-ten opinion phrases of each subcategory were compared to the corresponding
grades. Table 4 shows a sample phrase of negative polarity and its corresponding ratings over all reviews
for the subcategory ‘time taken’ that spread over four more or less bad grades (3 to 6).
category
time
Table 4.

subcategory
time taken

opinion phrase
‘nimmt sich wenig Zeit’
(‘takes little time’)

number of occurrences per grade
Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6
2
8
39
33

Example pattern with grades and number of respective occurrences

Although the grades 1 and 2 do not exist in this example, we in general pair grades (1 and 2, 3 and 4,
5 and 6) per opinion phrase. While the majority of patients using this statement in their reviews are
consistent when assigning 5 or 6 to the category ‘time’, there are ten who decided to give better grades
(3 and 4). That way, inconsistencies can appear when people have different rating behaviors.
Collective inconsistencies can be observed for opinion phrases of positive or negative polarity, but the
probability to occur differs among the various categories (cf. Table 5).

category
assurance
reliability
responsiveness
tangibility
time
Table 5.

4

occurrence of
collective inconsistency
22.90 %
26.55 %
33.87 %
26.57 %
42.52 %

Empirical probability of collective inconsistencies occurring in the data set

Evaluation

We evaluated the reliability of our approach and therefore present our evaluation methodology in the next
section. In Section 4.2, we provide our evaluation results of the individual inconsistency analysis and the
ones for the recognition of collective inconsistency which are discussed in Section 4.3.

4.1

Evaluation Methodology

The recognition rate of the consistencies highly depends on the local-grammar-annotated phrases. For
evaluation purposes, the data set introduced in Section 3.1 was split into a training set (66.6 % of the total
size) and a test set (33.4 %). We therefor use traditional evaluation measures, i.e. precision, recall and the
balanced F-score. While true positives are hits (i.e. correctly classified inconsistencies), false positives
count the number of erroneously assumed inconsistencies. If our inconsistency analysis failed to realize
the occurrence of inconsistency, we call this a false negative.
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precision =
recall =

true positive
true positive + false positive

true positive
true positive + false negative

(2)

precision · recall
precision + recall

(3)

F1 = 2 ·

4.2

(1)

Evaluation Results

Due to the different characteristics of each type of inconsistency, the evaluations were conducted separately.

4.2.1

Individual Inconsistency

We assumed that it is a hard challenge to consider all random errors causing individual inconsistency
and therefore expected bad results for our first test run. Nevertheless, we could show that it possible to
automatically uncover inconsistencies within a patient review although there is evidence for improvement.
In Table 6, the average precision per category is shown. Here the precision indicates the recognition
rate of the (correct) polarity disagreement of grades and opinion phrases within a single review. While
the precision value for ‘responsiveness’ is 50 %, only 3 % of all assumed inconsistency occurrences
in the category ‘reliability’ were correctly identified. Moreover, all existing occurrences of individual
inconsistency in the test set were found over all categories. Thus, the recall is 100 % per each category.
category
assurance
reliability
responsiveness
tangibility
time
Table 6.

4.2.2

precision
8%
3%
50 %
28 %
14 %

recall
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %

F1 -score
15 %
6%
67 %
44 %
25 %

Evaluation results of individual inconsistency analysis

Collective Inconsistency

For evaluation purposes, only local-grammar-annotated opinion phrases were considered. Since inflection
in language produces a great variety of forms, e.g. ‘schlechter’ (‘worse’), ‘schlechtester’ (‘worst’), for the
same words, e.g. ‘schlecht’ (‘bad’), we decided to group similar opinion phrases into pattern represented
by regular expressions (e.g. ‘schlecht*’). To analyze the quality of our approach for the detection of
collective inconsistencies, we randomly selected a pattern for each category (e.g. ‘schlecht* arzt’ (‘bad
/ worse / worst doctor’) for the category ‘assurance’) and compared the different grades therefor given.
Table 7 shows our promising results.

4.3

Discussion

The strengths and weaknesses of the proposed approach are analyzed as follows. On the one hand, it
was shown that it is possible to find inconsistencies by means of a local grammar-based analysis of
opinion phrases. Local grammars perfectly fit our needs because of their domain-specific character and
problem-modularity. The evaluation results show that our preprocessing step in Section 3.2 has the same
shortcomings as other pattern-based approaches: The reliability of our inconsistency analysis depends on
the predefined patterns for opinion phrases to be recognized. Once a pattern becomes too general within
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category
assurance
reliability
responsiveness
tangibility
time
Table 7.

pattern
‘schlecht* arzt’
(‘bad / worse / worst doctor’)
‘(\w+)+ schlecht behandelt’
(‘badly treated’)
‘mit etwas wartezeit’
(‘with a bit waiting time’)
‘komisch* praxis’
(‘strange practice’)
‘wenig zeit genommen’
(‘took only little time’)

precision
89 %

recall
76 %

F1 -score
82 %

77 %

63 %

69 %

100 %

93 %

96 %

100 %

86 %

92 %

100 %

93 %

96 %

Evaluation results of collective inconsistency analysis

a local grammar, too many phrases will match this pattern (i.e. overgeneration) – even some refer to
past visits or other physicians named within the same review (see (d) in Figure 1) – and will be assigned
to a false category. However, too specific patterns reduce the recall because we cannot conduct any
inconsistency analysis on opinion phrases we did not identify during the preprocessing (i.e. overfitting).
In user-generated reviews, we have to deal with lots of misspellings. Then, no approximate matching is
possible with local grammars and therefore opinion phrases with spelling errors are ignored. Another
issue is the assignment of wrong polarities and categories. For example, ‘Ich musste bisher nie <N
kategorie=“WZP”>lange auf einen Termin warten</N>’ (‘So far I never had to wait that long for an
appointment’) is a positive statement for waiting time but was annotated with <N> (negative) during
the preprocessing because the word ’nie’ (‘never’) in the left context shifting the polarity of ‘lange’
(‘long’) had not been recognized. Although our approach achieves quite good results (cf. Table 7), it still
needs improvement in terms of more precise patterns and classification accuracy. Furthermore, some
opinion phrase patterns can belong to more than one category of the five defined as assurance, reliability,
responsiveness, tangibility and time. This means that, for example, ‘komisch* Praxis’ (‘strange practice’)
can be assigned to ‘tangibility’ because it is related to the facilities of a practice or to ‘assurance’ when it
describes the patient’s overall feeling about the practice and the treatment.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

The increasing amount of patients that share their personal experiences with the health care system on
PRWs generates a large amount of valuable information that is also error-prone.

5.1

Lessons Learned

In this paper, we have tackled three issues that come along with inconsistency analysis on PRWs:
(1) Natural language processing of user-generated reviews, (2) the disagreement in polarity of review
text and its corresponding numerical ratings (individual inconsistency) and (3) the differences in patients’
rating behavior for the same service category (e.g. ‘treatment’) expressed by varying grades on the entire
data set (collective inconsistency).
Since such contradictions are annoying, frustrating and confusing for patients seeking for information
on PRWs, we developed an approach to detect these inconsistencies. The basic idea was first to identify
relevant opinion phrases and to determine their polarity. Subsequently, the particular phrase was assigned
to its corresponding category (assurance, reliability, responsiveness, tangibility and time) and then aligned
to its grade before checking the (dis-)agreement of both (textual and numerical) polarity values. For this
purpose, several local grammars for the pattern-based analysis as well as domain-specific dictionaries
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for the recognition of entities, aspects and polarity were applied on 593,633 physician reviews from both
German PRWs jameda.de and docinsider.de. Thus, our approach is special in that it enriches current
research by evaluating the content of user-generated reviews on PRWs because it does not only focus on
numerical ratings.
Our results show that collective as well as individual inconsistencies exist not only in product but
also in physician reviews. We determined the empirical probability of individual and the collective
inconsistencies to occur in different rating categories. While individual inconsistency dominates the
category ‘responsiveness’ (12.03 %), the collective inconsistency mostly affects the category ‘time’
(42.52 %). To sum up, the collective inconsistency occurs more frequently (30.48 % on average) than the
individual inconsistency (7.81 %) in our data set.
These results are useful to solve the rating inference problem. That is, when we know, for example, that
for the majority of patients a waiting time of thirty minutes corresponds to the grade 3, then this is a
valuable information for the interpretation of user-generated reviews or rating predictions respectively.
Furthermore, our research contributes to content quality improvement of PRWs because we provide a
technique to detect inconsistent reviews that could be ignored for the computation of average ratings.

5.2

Perspectives

However, our approach has to be further improved. First of all, our local grammars have to be extended to
cover a greater variety of opinion phrases in future. Another challenge is the pattern enhancement – while
manual refinement is promising but time-consuming, we have to experiment with several machine learning
approaches for domain-specific pattern acquisition to avoid overfitting or overgeneration. Moreover, our
approach is still monolingual. We intend to adapt it to further languages and will therefor create additional
domain-specific dictionaries. A further fascinating task for future research is to resolve wrong assignments
of patterns to specific categories. For instance, how to decide that the expression ‘strange practice’ belongs
to the behavior of the staff and not to the practice facilities. Furthermore, we have to develop a strategy
how to deal with off-topic opinion phrases referring to other physicians than the one that is on-topic in the
review.
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